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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Members
The picture on the right is of three chicks sitting in line being
fed by its mother was taken in our garden.
For me, this photo encapsulates everything we have been
through these last few months.
Firstly, it reminds us how important our families are, and how
we depend on each other for support, as well as helping those
that need assistance. We must ensure we stay connected to the
ones we love and hold out a hand of friendship to those who are
alone.
Secondly, during this lockdown, it seems that nature has
heightened our senses and made us appreciate even more the
beauty that surrounds us. The birds, the insects, the flowers,
the trees , the cleaner air, and the quieter skies.
Thirdly, the chicks also remind us of the cycle of life, and with that the hope of the future. There will always
be a tomorrow, but remember to enjoy today.

David

FUTURE EVENTS :

It is still hoped that we can hold the Wine Evening on Friday 11th
December at St. Catherine’s but we must wait and see whether this or any other events are
possible/practical during the remainder of 2020

NEWS from VALOGNES
On Monday, May 25 following the municipal election of Sunday, March 15 strong jumelage supporter
Jacques Coquelin was elected maire for a third term.
—–-–––-–––––––––-––-–––––Both good and bad news surrounds the proposed 82nd SEMAINE FÉDÉRALE INTERNATIONALE
de CYCLOTOURISME which was due to be based in Valognes over seven days in August
This huge event attracts more than 10000 participants the majority French but also a strong global
contingent including many from the UK - particularly so given the ease of access into Normandy.
The bad news is that it’s been cancelled – another Covid-19 casualty. The good news is that the
organisers, the Fédération Française de Cyclotourisme,
have rearranged their future dates in such a way that
Valognes will now be the nerve-centre during July 25thAugust 1st 2021
The 2021 version of this annual event was intended to be
based on Pont-à-Mousson in the Meurthe-et-Moselle
department in north-eastern France, with 2022 destined
for Loudéac (Côtes d'Armor, Brittany). Presumably
these have been pushed forward a year but no such
confirmation seen at time of writing.
The comments overleaf were noted online being from a
survivor of the 2019 event centred on Cognac (Charente)
(can’t say better than that ! Ed.)
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“I’ve been to the New Forest Cycling Week, the Birthday Rides, numerous sportives and
Cycling UK Challenge rides to name only a few,but nothing had prepared me for the enormity
of the Semaine Fédérale. The sheer numbers of riders: stretching out along the roads,
whizzing about in between the rows of motorhomes at the campsite, milling around the trade
village and filling the long tables in the massive dining marquees. This is a gathering of
cyclists on a truly grand scale.
It quickly became apparent to us just how much organisation had gone into it but I guess it
follows a very similar format each year so there is a tried and tested template for success:
the location may change but the marquees and shower blocks are portable and re-used each
year. Also ever present is the slick army of nearly 2,000 volunteers, who do everything from
serving food and drink to marshalling the routes to registration, lost property, first aid and
much, much more."
----------------------------------------------------Thanks to TINA SYMES for drawing attention to the fact
that an image of Saint-Vaast-la-Hougue is now displayed on
a French postage stamp. This arises because SVLH were the
2019 winners of the TV programme Le Village préféré des
Français and La Poste publishes a stamp in honour of the
winner. This year, it's Saint-Vaast's turn after Cassel
(Nord), successful in 2018, and Kaysersberg (Haut-Rhin) in
2017. One entry from each région makes the line-up and it’s
noted that in the 2020 list, Monet’s Giverny is included.
The stamp was created by Geneviève Marot, with the
Tatihou Island and the Fort de La Hougue as a backdrop,
between which sailboats sail. Issued in 900,000 copies, it will
be sold from July 6, 2020 in post offices.
Another feature resulting from this TV success can be seen
on the Prom. de Bridport (pictured right).
(Heavenly twins, I’ve always thought. Must be great for the leisure sailors,
in and out of St V and West Bay. Two of my favourite places, even more so
since the latter’s post-Broadchurch revitalisation. Ed.)

LANGUAGE MATTERS - Legs in the Vernacular
If someone says to you Je vais prendre le train 11 (I’m catching train 11), it doesn’t necessarily mean
they’re off to the railway station. Actually, this expression means that the person is going somewhere
on foot - the number 11 resembling a pair of legs. The English equivalent might be “I’m going by
Shanks’ pony”.
There’s a profusion of legs in the vernacular. For example, someone who vous tient la jambe (holds
on to your leg) is buttonholing you or bending your ear with something boring.
If someone doesn’t give a job the care it deserves, it’s said that they’re doing it fait par-dessus la jambe
(over the top of the leg), i.e. not doing it properly. This expression, which dates from the seventeenth
century, refers to “real” tennis (the forerunner of lawn tennis) where it was frowned on if a player
threw the ball “over the top of his leg”.
With all this exercise that doubtless you’ve been doing during the lockdown, avez-vous retrouvé vos
jambes de 20 ans? Non, vous me faites marcher (are you moving like someone half your age? No,
you’re pulling my leg).
You may well say that knowing these expressions will ça me fait une belle jambe (do me a fat lot of
good).
That’s as may be, but nonetheless it’s fascinating.
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Here’s one of Donald Fromow’s tales. First published in the October 2008 edition, it
was Donald’s translation but he accredited the English version to a colleague from
the Dorset Police Male Voice Choir
‘Give a Politician a bad name!’
Un jeune homme est décédé et il se trouvait devant le portail du Paradis où S. Pierre était assis
sur son trône majestueux.
Et comme il se tenait devant l’apôtre, le jeune homme remarqua qu’il y avait un grand nombre
d’horloges accrochées aux murs.
« A qui appartiennent toutes ces horloges ? » demanda-t-il.
S. Pierre répondit : Ce sont des horloges qui mentent. Tous ceux encore vivants en ont une et toutes les fois que quelqu’un ment, sa grande aguille avance d’une minute. »
« Incroyable, » répondit le jeune homme. « A qui appartient celle-là qui indique midi ? »
« Celle-là appartient à Ste. Thérèse de Calcutta : elle n’a jamais menti ? »
« Et celle-là qui indique midi une ? »
« Celle-là appartient à Abraham Lincoln qui a menti une fois. Vous vous souvenez du cerisier ? »
« Et où est l’horloge du Premier ministre ? » demanda le jeune homme.
« Ah » répondit S. Pierre. « Je garde son horloge au plafond dans mon bureau. Je m’en sers comme éventail. »

ARE YOU STILL LOCKED DOWN? HOW ABOUT A LITTLE EXTERNAL HOUSE DECORATION
- like you can see in VIDAILLAC
Blink, and you’d miss Vidaillac (Lot). It’s a place you drive through on the way elsewhere. In that case, you
miss these murals in a side street off the main drag, which depict the old way of life in rural France. The
daughter of the farmer who owns the buildings painted them. They are very cleverly done, both in the detail
and in the way she has used features in the stone – even corrugated iron – as part of the paintings.
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THE BIRTH OF CINEMA
One hundred and twenty-five years ago, the Brothers
Lumière, Auguste and Louis, displayed their new
invention to the general public at the Grand Café on the
Boulevard Capucines in Paris. To put things into
historical perspective, 1895 was before the Wright
brothers’ flying contraption, before Henry Ford’s Model
T, before television and commercial radio. Yet the
invention they called cinema would not only
revolutionize the world over the decades but is still at the
epicenter of global culture. The Lumières’ cinema didn’t
appear out of thin air, of course. It derived from the
convergence of different technologies: photography,
flexible film, persistence of vision gadgets such as flipcards, and projectors that had been around since the magic lantern days.
Auguste and Louis were born in Besançon, in 1862 and 1864, respectively, while the American Civil War
was still raging on the other side of the Atlantic. Their father had been in the photography business, and
both brothers joined the family firm. Auguste took over its management, while Louis, a physicist, helped
develop the photographic process. They moved to moving-picture film, working on both the film stock
(introducing the system of perforated film passing on sprockets) and on the hardware. One of their early
inventions, the Cinématographe, was a device that served as both camera and projector.
….whilst on this subject - UP ON THE ROOF
You might have feared that the lockdown due to coronavirus
would finish off La Clef, the last community cinema in Paris’
fifth arrondissement, near the Jardin Des Plantes and the
Paris mosque.
At the time of the big shutdown in March, the cinema was
being squatted by a group of film lovers, spectators, ex-staff
and film directors, as the owner of the premises wants to sell
the building. Supported, at least verbally, by the Paris and
local authorities, the illegal occupants were putting on at
least one screening per day.
For several years now, this student quarter has been
becoming gentrified. Real estate is worth nearly 12,000 euros per m2 and the famous bookshops are closing
by the dozen.
But La Clef (The Key), the last bastion of independent cinema, has become a beacon of hope. A far cry from
the huge impersonal multiplexes stinking of popcorn . The collective has found a radical way of keeping
cinema going during this baffling and stressful period: they’re projecting films onto the roof of the cinema.
This attempt to keep the cinema’s presence alive allows the locals to see a film every Friday without leaving
their homes, a memorable measure designed to cheer up cinema lovers. Let’s hope that the coronavirus
doesn’t sound the death knell for innovative independence and that La Clef isn’t forced out of business.

Lisa will welcome you at -

open: Monday - Saturday
7.30am to 4.30pm
10a, Mill Lane, Wimborne, BH21 1JQ
phone: 0781 6462 184
all day breakfast, lunches, teas
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61-63 Leigh Road,
Wimborne
01202 882615

LIZ and VINCE share happy memories
The GRAVENORS, Liz and Vince, made a nice reply to the message seeking newsletter material from members identifying their favourite parts of France. It’s well worth reading and forms pages 8 and 9 of the online version of this
publication. 10 pages is a difficult length for the printed version where it can be accessed as a separate attachment.
You will read that the Gravenors bought, refurbished and then sold, but only after making many friends in the area
known as CORRÈZE. They were tempted to move there permanently and still occasionally wonder whether they should
have done or, assuming not, should they not have sold? There’s the usual factors of course – family based in the UK and
fairly close by, and, if you’ve got a second property, you feel you need to use it on a regular basis but if you seek to
spread your wings in other directions, you can’t be in two places at once!
So, the house, close to Argentat (see map and its central-south location) went but the friends didn’t and Corrèze was
in the Gravenor diaries for regular visits.
So what of Corrèze? Well it’s a département in south-western France’s région, Nouvelle-Aquitaine and is named after
a local river. Its capital is Tulle, and its most populated town is
Brive-la-Gaillarde. A much better-known river runs through
southerly parts of the département, the Dordogne. still in an early
part of its journey from source in the Auvergne to its entry into the
Gironde estuary around 500 kilometres later, very close to Bordeaux.
There is insufficient space to fully describe the attractions of Corrèze
but there are plenty of reasons to spend time there, and, should you
wish to venture further, eastwards would bring you into the views of
the Auvergne; go west and you can quickly find yourself in the valley
of the Vézère, perhaps viewing those extraordinary cave paintings
dating from around 15000 years ago.
As stated before the property chosen by the Gravenors for
their secondary home was close to Argentat-sur-Dordogne,
and very close to the Lac de Feyt (picture above: lake and
house - right: Argentat-sur-Dordogne).
The story of Argentat goes right back to Gallo-Roman times.
There is plenty of religious historymuch of it turbulent but
it was the 18th and 19th centuries that brought prosperity
this being largely generated from the use of gabares. These
were wooden boats which used the river as the most direct
and safest way of circulating goods. A major function was
the transporting of timber to the Bordeaux wine areas this
for barrel making (oak) and vine stakes (chestnut). It’s recorded that it could take more than a week on the downstream journey and much longer to get back. Some reports
say that after unloading, the boats were dismantled and
sold as firewood, others describe the return journey as
containing long periods of the boats being pulled along
from the river bank - both by men and animals.
Nowadays the gabares are for pleasure (picture below)
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…………………coming from the Gravenors’ place the proverbial flying crow would clock around 150 miles, in a sou-sou-east direction - the motoring member, much more - to find a place which stirs good memories for -

SALLY SMITH
- this is MONTLAUR once described as a commune in the Aude département in the région of Languedoc-Roussillon
but since the French regional reorganisation the commune has merged with Val-de Dagne and whilst still in the
Aude, the région is now Occitanie (L-R and Midi- Pyrénées combined). Montlaur is 15 miles south-east of Carcassone - keep going for another 80 and you’ll find the Mediterannean south of Narbonne
Sally explains that she was there a few years ago. My house was in the village, and there were two or three wine
producers there (the area is full of vineyards - Corbières Country). I was there November until the end of February,
no wine tastings, and the cellars were closed. My plans were to let my house and return to that area, but family
commitments got in the way and came first, one of these days perhaps. I'm sure it is very pretty in the Summer but
I wintered there. I had a wonderful time, but I would like to see it at it's best one day.

La Randonnée
Sally recalls: The first thing I did once I had settled into my village house was to join the the local rambling club
which met outside the village hall in Montlaur, at 1.30 pm, each Monday.
I was a little apprehensive, I was reasonably fit but left long walks to others, surely walking the dog would help.
I had the gear - waterproof jacket, walking boots, backpack, binoculars, camera, notebook and English/French
dictionary : all set then, I went off to join my fellow walkers.
A mixed group of people greeted me, a cross section of age, shape and questionable fitness, plus three excited
dogs
We were to walk in a National Park, hopefully see some
protected birds, look at their nesting sites and burrows in
the banks alongside streams. A park ranger walked with us
pointing out things of interest.
All was fine at first, the ground was a bit rough in places but
manageable, we saw the oldest tree in the forest, nesting
burrows with birds flying in and out, mountain goats and
then we started climbing. I soon found that walking uphill
to the local Co-op wasn’t any preparation for a climb of this
sort.
I became very short of breath, and felt so hot. I took off my
jacket and jumper but the defining moment came when we
had to clamber up a steep incline which was slippery with loose stones and I couldn’t get a grip.
So thinking - “ If I can’t get up there then that little French lady doesn’t stand a chance, she looks as if a puff of wind
would blow her over. Where is she ?” But “0h, she is at the top already. Well what about that rather well built
gentleman, surely he can’t get up there, he doesn’t look very agile. Where is he ?” “Oh he is up there as well.” In
fact, they were all at the top looking down on poor struggling me.
The ranger climbed down to me along with two ladies. One gave me some water, the other handed me her walking
pole; the ranger, who was carrying a heavy metal stand and an enormous pair of binoculars, took my jumper,
jacket, backpack, camera and binoculars, and with his other hand under my derriere pushed me to the top with
much applause all round.
We followed a track, and then the park ranger pointed to a distant peak where a Golden Eagle was nesting. He set
up his binoculars, and we all had a peep. When it
was my turn the eagle left its nest and soared into
the sky, the sun glinting on its golden feathers.
It was worth the climb, although I nearly did give
up, and considered asking them to pick me up on
the way back.
At the end of the walk coffee and biscuits were
produced before we returned to our cars and
home.
“Au revoir” the walkers called to each other, as we
left “ à prochaine,” You bet.
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Novelist Vanessa Couchman lives in Tarn et Garonne and writes amusingly about her
trip to the market during le confinement, a trip made not entirely without feelings
of guilt.
Last Tuesday was Operation Village Market, which sounds like a World War II Allied offensive.
Although well stocked with food, we were running short of fresh fruit and veg. The French
government cancelled open-air markets about 10 days ago but were prepared to allow some
to continue by order of the Préfet, if they are necessary for local people and the local
economy. Our village has two markets per week: Tuesday and Saturday. These were deemed
necessary.
I feel a bit like an SOE operative about to be parachuted into enemy territory. Only with this
particular enemy you don’t hear the tell-tale twig crack as they creep up behind you. ID card:
check. Travel permission form: check. Camouflage (old coat, shoes and gloves): check.
Repellent gel: well, sort of: home made from alcohol and disinfectant.
Not a gendarme is to be seen on the way to the village and back. Presumably, they have
bigger fish to fry on the main roads and in the larger towns. I even manage to get a parking
space in the main street, usually impossible on market day. It’s a bit tight, but thanks to
having lived in London, I can still park on a sixpence.
I walk down into the market square, usually thronging with folk. I don’t take my camera, since
I don’t have enough hands. This time, they have cordoned off the halle, and you have to queue
to be admitted. Two ladies from the Mairie and a Police Municipale officer, who doesn’t look
old enough to be in uniform, supervise the operation, handing out instructions to marketgoers: keep your distance; no kissing or shaking hands; cough or sneeze into your elbow;
don’t touch the produce; go home as soon as you’ve finished.
They have chalked out squares on the car park to indicate how far you should stand from the
person in front. Friends and acquaintances surround me – at a distance. Monsieur A is in front
in his carpet slippers as usual. A friend is three ahead. Another friend joins the queue at the
back, having taken photos of the proceedings.
The atmosphere is muted but friendly. For French people, not being able to greet others
physically is a hardship, but everyone respects the regulations. We wave greetings to one
another instead. It’s chilly but sunny. The previous day it snowed.
We shuffle forward as each person is served in turn, a bit like the queue for security at the
airport. Nobody is in a hurry, since we don’t have appointments to keep or anywhere else to
go. Six stalls have been allowed to set up. The lady who sells quiches and cakes; the fruit
seller; the large fruit and veg stall; Daniel the Wine Man; the Chicken and Egg Man; and the
cheese van.
Normally, you choose your own produce at the fruit and veg stall. Now, they do it for you.
Laeticia and Philippe are masked and gloved, but they are smiling beneath their masks,
helpful and good-humoured as always. I thank them for what they are doing for us, as I have
thanked all the commerçants since this began.
The Chicken and Egg Man has been doing a steady trade, but he still has plenty of eggs left.
They have been in short supply here recently. What do people do with them? I buy a dozen,
six of them for friends, but they have found another source. It doesn’t matter; we can use them.
I dodge the lengthy queue for the cheese van and walk back to the car, thankfully not far away,
since the bags are groaning with produce. Working under orders, I have also bought two wine
boxes from Daniel the Wine Man. I heft all this into the car and head for home.
On my return, I disinfect everything, including myself and my clothes. Mission accomplished.
Not a Bridge Too Far this time. We can pull up the drawbridge again, until the next shopping
trip beckons.
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VIVRE en FRANCE
by Vince Gravenor
I think it was in summer 2002 that the WVTA held a meeting to which experts
were invited to talk about buying property in France. We had long wanted to buy
across the channel and this was just the catalyst we needed. We had ideas of
where and after another visit, found just what we wanted. So it was that in
January 2003 Liz and I bought 'Chez la Rose' a house in the Corrèze. It was mid
winter and located some 1,600 feet above sea level. There was snow with the
temperature around freezing. The property was in need of some renovation and the
central heating didn't work. There was a plus side though, the view was magnificent
overlooking Lac de Feyt. There were deer in the forest and our garden contained
edible mushrooms, sometimes a martre des pins, a salamander, bats, many bird
species and the occasional sound of chain saws or shooting.
Nobody spoke English in the area when we first arrived - that was fun and
sometimes challenging. When the neighbours heard that some mad English people
had moved in they visited with small gifts to introduce themselves, at first very
nervous about the language difficulties. They soon realised we were 'normal' and
just as mad as they are! Dealing with the notaire, the doctors, the police, the
mairie, le tresor department, the banks and even the occasional neighbour required
tact and a laissez faire approach. But always there are ways round if you are
prepared to have a go. And the French will always welcome you if you do try.
The buying process in France is not for the faint-hearted but is certainly doable if
you concentrate, are willing to do the research and take a leap of faith. Liz did all
the negotiation in French and we bought Chez la Rose, as our ‘maison secondaire’.
We also realised that by employing local people rather than bringing 'Brits' over to
do the work, you endear yourself to the local community.
The area we chose is quite beautiful and relatively quiet. We were enchanted and
captivated but because we could not occupy our house immediately, we 'borrowed'
another. Coincidentally, it had been bought at the same time by friends so we
travelled to 'work' to clean, decorate, make some modifications, and most
importantly, to enjoy! Our daily route took us along the banks of the Dordogne river
and across the Chastang Dam. According to the local mairie, the house we borrowed
turned out to be a Nazi wartime regional headquarters and demonstrated internal
family conflicts often seen then. Outside on the wall is a plaque dedicated to a
family member shot by the Nazis in 1942. We found considerable quantities of Nazi
memorabilia in the cellars and attics!
Of course France is about experiencing the French way of life. We certainly did
that with the many friends we made and still see regularly. Whilst the winters can
be challenging, the summers are idyllic and perfect for barbecues, socialising with a
drink or three or visiting the local bistro for a Salers or Ricard. And why would we
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VIVRE en FRANCE (Cont)

(would we) want a swimming pool when there is a beautiful lake in front? France is
well known for its wines and cheeses and it is a wonderful and pleasant challenge to
sample them. Living in the Argentat locale affords access to so many experiences
not least of all to the many festivals, brocantes, the vide-greniers and many
markets. Argentat offers river trips on a Gabare which was used until the late
eighteen-hundreds to deliver oak to Bordeaux to make barrels for wine storage.
Inevitably, living there means you visit all the things that make up everyday life.
So we have had occasion to visit the local hospital, the undertakers, the doctors
and so on. The French actually live a life that isn't too dissimilar to ours in the UK
but it is lived at a slower pace and more often outside. That makes it more
enjoyable.
Would we live there? Yes, we would happily do so if we didn't have family ties in
the UK. and we enjoy travelling to other places as well. In the meanwhile we
continue to look forward to our summer visits and those pleasurable soirées in the
long warm evenings with a glass in hand. One aspect that amused us. Visits to the
supermarché, to the notaire or to le bureau de poste always prompted the
question, 'how were we progressing?' The locals wanted to know the details, offer
advice and help. It didn't matter that others were queuing up behind waiting
patiently. Everyone is so friendly and ready to invite us chez nous.
We feel privileged to have lived there full time for eighteen months during the
restoration period. The experience was new to us and has been exhilarating to say
the least. We have since sold the property but try to return annually to renew
friendships.
As a postscript it is interesting to note that long after we sold, we continued to
receive the annual ‘taxe foncieres’ demand. Our notaire had not completed his
paperwork. French bureaucracy is world renowned!
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BRITTANY FERRIES - Concessions
Discounts are available for WVTA members.
Please note however that these
arrangements apply only to sailings on the Poole/Cherbourg, Portsmouth/Caen,
Portsmouth/Le Havre and Portsmouth/Cherbourg crossings, not to services elsewhere.
Against standard terms, 50% discounts will be available for crossings with up to 72 hours
ashore in France. For a longer time ashore in France a 10% discount will apply (but note
- from Ist July to 31st August, 50% discount will not be available).
Payment by credit/debit card and discounts are not applicable to instances where the
reservation already attracts other discounts. Nor do they apply to special offers, e.g. 24
hour terms or 2-for-the-price-of-1 promotions, nor on packages including accommodation
and/or car hire, nor on crossings booked online or through travel agents.
To book - at least 3 days ahead of travel - email Mrs Nikki Dilawershah at nikki.dilawershah@brittanyferries.com
- confirming that you are a member of WVTA, the sailings requested, and
a daytime phone/mobile number.

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING
in this newsletter- £15 or 25 euros a year ; Includes free entry on our web site www.wvta.org.uk

WVTA members
private adverts are FREE
Contact Norman Payne, 61 Fontmell Rd, Broadstone, BH18 8NN, tel : +44 (0)1202 695179
Les publicités commerciales dans ce bulletin ainsi que sur notre site Internet ne coûtent que 25 euros par an.
Les annonces à titre privé des membres des associations de jumelage sont gratuites.

Local French language courses

WVTA COMMITTEE
(all phone numbers bar one on area code 01202)

Weekly U3A self-help group
contact Groups Secretary
tel: 01258 840622
or get a U3A leaflet from the library at
Colehill, Wimborne or Corfe Mullen,
or visit www.wimborneu3a.org.uk

Beginners, “refreshers”,
improvers, GCSE
one-to-one, or small groups
- contact Christina Phillippo
tel: 01202 699075
(fully qualified French teacher)
The Twinning Websites
Wimborne - www.wvta.org.uk
Valognes www.sites.google.com/site/cjvalogneswimborne/
Dorset Twinning Association - www.twinning.org.uk
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